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Why Fast and Effortless Reading Is Indispensable
for Comprehension

HELEN ABADZI AND TRACY CENTANNI

Dowd and Bartlett (2019) tested the reading competencies of second graders attending
Save the Children programs in 11 countries. They used sixty-word passages and compre-
hension questions without time limits and analyzed data of students reading more than
10 words per minute. They found wide disparities in speed among those who showed high
comprehension rates between-countries and within-country. They interpreted the findings
as diminishing the role of speed in early-grade assessment and instruction. However, the
study has major issues on three fronts: (a) use of English-language studies for transparent
orthographies, (b) disregard of current neurocognitive research on memory functions,
and (c) sample selectivity. These raise grave concerns regarding the internal and external
validity of the conclusions. The authors’ dedication is admirable, but their findings do not
justify any policy recommendations. To the contrary, given the importance of speed for
comprehension, their recommendations may have the perverse effect of disadvantaging
the very students that Save the Children is supporting. Researchers and journals have the
ethical obligation to publish studies that reflect contemporary reading research.

Background

In May 2019, an article was published in Comparative Education Review
that questioned the need for reading speed (Dowd and Bartlett 2019). In
earlier articles the authors and a few others showed that students from various
languages and scripts attain comprehension at different speed levels (Dowd
2011; Graham and van Ginkel 2014; Bartlett et al. 2015; Jukes and Ringole
2016).Dowd andBartlett have interpreted these disparities as an indication that
speed is unreliable as a reading benchmark. They call on governments and
donors to de-emphasize this indicator.

The argument reflects a common-sense dilemma confronting educators:
Why should schools demand speed? Thoughtful readers are often slow; they
carefully consider a text rather than read like parrots. But neuroscientists have
looked carefully at what goes on in the brain when we read. Their findings
show that common sense may prolong reading instruction and exacerbate
difficulties.
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Some Highlights of Reading Neuroscience

Reading originates as a perceptual learning function. Humans have the
ability to discriminate between individual shapes and then create larger and
meaningful shapes from them.With repeated exposures the shapes are grouped
and processed in the brain simultaneously. The ability to quickly recognize
visual objects based on their meaning is critical for the survival of many spe-
cies and likely underlies humans’ specialized ability to learn to read print. For
example, with practice, medical staff learn to quickly recognize blurry shadows
on a scan as tumor tissue. Early in reading instruction, letters are also processed
as objects. With practice and instruction, the brain learns to associate these
visual objects with language and print, facilitating fluency (Gori and Facoetti
2014). Practice is indispensable for grouping of shapes into letters and words
(see Abadzi [2017] for a review). This fundamental and rather mechanical
reading stage is rarely discussed by reading theorists.

The letter shapes are processed in certain neuronal pathways that are
similar across languages and scripts (Perfetti et al. 2013; Krafnick et al. 2016;
Yang et al. 2017). The pathways originate from the visual cortex and move for-
ward, linking sounds and subsequently linguistic processes (Gori and Facoetti
2014). Neuroimaging studies suggest the first 170 milliseconds of the process
are visual, and the location of this signal can be used to determine how au-
tomated the letter processing is. Linguistic information and comprehension
are added about half a second later (Czigler 2010; Eberhard-Moscicka et al.
2016.). The evidence points to a hierarchical, cascaded, interactive model of
word recognition (Dufauet al. 2015). Readers get almost instant feedback about
sounds and meaning through recurrent loops. Thus, reading involves closely
timed sequences, where performance at each stage must be optimized to give
reliable and timely input to the next. The visual areas and the face recognition
area are involved in the early stages of reading print, while comprehension lies
at the end of the path; readersmust undergo specialization in these early areas
in order to achieve fluency (Younger et al 2017). The faster the readers tra-
verse the early stages, the more easily they access knowledge networks in long-
term memory.

The visual and processing regions of the brain are configured to give deci-
sions in milliseconds because ancient organisms had to react instantly to emer-
gencies. We have therefore inherited a mechanism that processes very few
essential items for a few seconds: our working memory.1 All conscious infor-
mation goes through it, so speed is indispensable in overcoming its limitations.
If humans only sent single letters to the workingmemory, voluminous reading
would be impossible. Slow, letter-by-letter readers cannot lift a message off the

1 The working memory is a temporary storage of information that contains what is in your mind
right now (Alloway and Alloway 2013).
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page; by the time they get to the end of a sentence, they forget the beginning.
Aminimum speed of 45–60words perminute is necessary tomake sense of text.

Fortunately, another brain area helps us attain fluency and comprehen-
sion. It is the formation and specialization of the visual word formarea (VWFA).
A certain part of this region preferentially responds to print stimuli over other
nonprint objects (Dehaene and Cohen 2011). Many years of practice are re-
quired to integrate this region into the reading network and achieve fluent
reading (Cantlon et al. 2011; Centanni et al. 2017; Younger et al. 2017). The
degree of specialization in this region is correlated with reading ability in
young children, signifying the importance of the VWFA for reading (Centanni
et al. 2018). When this system does not develop the necessary speed, reading
acquisition fails as in dyslexia (van der Mark et al. 2009). Largely due to a lack
of practice, many children in low-income countries also show halting reading
and poor comprehension.

Fluency matters a lot. Innumerable behavioral studies highlight speed as a
prerequisite for comprehension (Laberge and Samuels 1974; Daneman and
Carpenter 1980; Pikulski and Chard 2005). Small losses in word recognition
lead to substantial comprehension reduction, because the mind searches for
meaningful solutions. Oral reading fluency measures correlate also with the
comprehension of more complex texts (correlation 0.91; Fuchs et al. 1988).
The relationship between speed and comprehension is stronger in consistently
spelled languages and in the lower levels of education (RTI 2010).

Research therefore shows that speed is critical early in instruction and that
comprehension is a by-product. When people become fluent and automatic
readers, they spend little time on visual detection. The brain constantly inte-
grates the print in the current visual window with the information that has
already been consumed.

Reading comprehension is a multidimensional concept that also involves
speed. It is often defined as the interaction between written words and knowl-
edge triggered outside the text (Rayner et al. 2001). It involves the construc-
tion of a coherent mental representation of the text in readers’memory, from
which questions of various types are answered (van den Broek et al. 2005;
McNamara and Magliano 2009; Kendeou et al. 2012). Reading should acti-
vate the same brain regions involved in speech comprehension (Devlin 2010).
A large, randomized control trial in the United States found that word read-
ing skills and oral language skills both contributed to comprehension, with
each contributing unique variance (Language and Reading Research Consor-
tium 2018).

The comprehension needs differ somewhat between languages with com-
plex orthographies, such as English and Khmer, and those with consistent (or
transparent) orthographies, such as Spanish and Hindi. In English, students
must know many of the words read in order to pronounce them, while most
other languages do not have this requirement. Predictably English reading is
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harder to automatize, so the vastmajority of reading studies have been conducted
in English. Some findings are applicable to other languages, but many are not.

Memory functions and reading neuroscience are rarely taught in colleges
of education. Therefore, graduates do not clearly understand why speed is
a necessary prerequisite to complex thinking about text. Inevitably, reading
specialists are influenced by English-language methods and may apply them
to consistent orthographies that are used by the vast majority of languages.
Without a neuroscience or memory background, they may form theories of
reading that contravene research findings.

Comments on the Dowd and Bartlett Research Design

The Dowd and Bartlett (2019) article offers little information about the
neuroscientific aspects of reading. Its research review relied heavily on older
behavioral studies, English-based studies, and the US National Reading panel
of 2000. The researchers measured the speed and comprehension of second
graders in 11 countries who attended Save the Children programs. The orga-
nization focuses on underprivileged children, and its reading programs train
teachers and promote family literacy. The study used data from 11 countries
collected around 2013–14. Many children spoke languages other than the
language of the test. Staff in each country constructed 60-word passages, along
with 5–10 questions that aimed to measure literal and inferential compre-
hension. Students who answered 75–80 percent of the questions were con-
sidered “readers with comprehension.”The researchers found that students in
Malawi attained this level reading on average 30 correct words per minute,
while the Vietnamese needed about 95 words per minute. This disparity was
presented as evidence that speed is an unreliable indicator.

However, the study had technical problems that make it impossible to
arrive at this conclusion or perhaps at any conclusion. Themost important are:

Reliance on outlier populations. The sample consisted of 6,250 second grad-
ers; 3,118 (or 49.8 percent) read 10 or more words per minute; 2,138 (or
34 percent) were considered readers with comprehension. The latter read
at an average of about 51 words per minute and answered 75–80 percent
of questions correctly. At a time when many students are still learning to
read, this performance level is surprising. For example, 33 percent of the sec-
ond graders in poor communities of Asiut, Egypt, read about 35 words per
minute and correctly answered inferential questions in standard Arabic.
Their native language is listed as standard Arabic, which is not normally
spoken anywhere. If assessments were accurate, these second graders are
outliers. They may have higher intelligence, longer working memory, a
higher socioeconomic status, a better vocabulary, or educated parents who
gave them lots of practice (Clarke et al. 2010). Comprehension depends
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on these variables, so findings cannot be generalized to second graders
everywhere.

Self-selection into the program. The researchers could have examined why
one-third of the sample read with comprehension at speeds that are rare
in other low-income environments (Gove 2013). The Save the Children
programs surely deserve credit for the students’ good performance, but
teachers and families self-select into them.2 Overall, it is hard to generalize
from self-selected high-performing samples to the rest of the world.

Unexplored comprehension inconsistencies. The authors give little information
about the 50 percent of the second graders who read 0–9 words per min-
ute, but they mention a low correlation between speed and comprehen-
sion. Early Grade Reading Assessments (EGRA) exist for most of the
sample countries, and their data show otherwise. For example, reports on
Nicaragua show a sizable correlation between speed and comprehension
(RTI 2010; second graders read 46.5 words per minute and understood 57
percent of questions on average). Poor comprehension by native speakers
of a transparent orthography could raise questions of poor test adminis-
tration and measurement bias. In principle, findings could be replicated
using later samples and administrations, but the authors only reported
data from 2013–14.

Comprehension confounded with language knowledge. According to the au-
thors, it was not possible to assess vocabulary of non-native speakers. But
the study does not even state in which languages students were tested. For
example, were the Ethiopian students in Tigre tested in Tigrinya, Am-
haric, or something else? This is unknown. High reading speed accom-
panied by limited comprehension could reflect such confusion. Fur-
thermore, the authors defined comprehension in ways that vary from
prevailing research (e.g., Seigneuric et al. 2000; Cain et al. 2004; Cutting
and Scarborough 2006; Keenan et al. 2008). No comprehension studies
were used to justify their approach.

Variable timing of the tests. It is unknown if all 11 countries measured read-
ing simultaneously or at different times. It is also unknown how much of
the second grade had elapsed when students were tested. In this early read-
ing stage, a few months matter a great deal and could account for some of
the variability in test scores.

Variability and confusion of literal and inferential questions. For comparability,
reading tests usually ask literal questions in order to assess what students
2 See https://www.savethechildren.org/us/what-we-do/global-programs/education/literacy-boost.
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can retain in working memory after a minute of reading. The Dowd and
Bartlett study measured comprehension through a mix of literal and in-
ferential questions. However, these have different accuracy and reaction
times (see, e.g., RTI 2014a and 2014b). Furthermore, different countries
in their sample used a different mix, thus magnifying confusion.

Psychometric weaknesses. To compare comprehension across 11 countries,
test items ought to have roughly similar difficulty. However, no discrimi-
nation or difficulty indices were reported. In short reading tests, few ques-
tions can be asked, so test developers often skip pretesting or item statistics,
but some questions are often easier than in others. This constitutes an in-
ternal validity violation that compromises the results.

Working memory confounding. Students were allowed to re-read the text be-
fore replying, thus renewing the contents of their working memory. This
additional confounding event makes it impossible to compare compre-
hension results with those of other tests. One further issue concerns the
“serial effects” of working memory. Slow readers may remember the be-
ginning and the end of a message but miss the middle (Gupta et al. 2005).
Allowing unlimited reads to answer questions therefore eliminates the
diagnostic value of this memory feature.

Neglect of within-groups variance. The researchers did not report most
means or standard deviations in the article, but a visual inspection of
the scores suggests large variations in reading speed within every coun-
try. However, the discussion focused on between-country (or between-
language) differences. Thismay signal experimenter bias toward a favored
hypothesis.

Speed measures as raw words per minute. Words per minute usually reflect
the number of utterances as between blank spaces, but writing tradi-
tions set spaces differently. For example, Malawi has Bantu languages
that are agglutinative and words appear longer, while Vietnam has tonal
languages with multiple short words. Students in these two languages
happened to comprehend with the highest and lowest number of words
per minute. Humans do have a sense of words (McBride et al. 2012), so
methods exist to overcome this linguistic variation. For example, for ag-
glutinative languages components could be counted. Also, the number of
words in longer texts of various languages could have been counted and
ratios could have been produced and used (Abadzi 2013). However, such
options were not considered. This is one more reason why the speed dif-
ferences may be a measurement artifact.
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Discussion

The above issues go a long way toward explaining the comprehension dif-
ferences described in the Dowd and Bartlett (2019) article. Multiple variables
are confounded in multiple ways, making interpretation impossible. Rather
than invalidating the use of speed, the study highlighted the consequences of
ignoring memory functions. In particular, the study downplayed the critical
relationship between working memory and comprehension. The authors
briefly acknowledged the role of this concept, but they ignored it later.

Dowd and Bartlett (2019) sensibly state that the need for speed deserves
to be interrogated. Indeed it makes little difference if students read 200 or
250 words per minute; at that speed, the priority is to comprehend nuances
effortlessly and for that, proficient readers may read difficult text slowly. But
in the early stages, speed is what gets a text to pass through working memory
in one piece and be processed by comprehension areas.

The recommendation to deemphasize speed has bigger consequences.
Neural networks need practice to specialize and transmit information in milli-
seconds. Real life demands volumes of reading! Pages and pages await, and
textbook assignments involve hundreds or thousands of words. They need to
flow effortlessly through the reading paths. Struggling readers do not have
infinite time. If they read a text slowly or inaccurately, their working memory
becomes clogged with letters, and they fail to recall important details. Mental
effort is unpleasant, and slow readers may quickly stop (Mizuno et al. 2011).

We applaud the researchers’ commitment to educating the poor. And
given the anglocentric tendencies of many educators, we understand the syl-
logisms that set this study in motion. But to give valid policy advice, it is crucial
to use state-of-the-art knowledge. Otherwise, results and recommendations
may have the perverse effect—if followed—of actually disadvantaging the very
students the donors attempt to support.

Given the learning crisis worldwide, we must all be accountable for our
policy advice. Nowadays information travels instantly and widely, so question-
able findings may be impossible to rein in. Journals thus have the ethical obli-
gation to be proactive. It is crucial to demand experimental rigor, request evi-
dence of data fidelity, and use reviewers who are well versed in the relevant
research. To fulfill the targets of the Sustainable Development Goals by 2030,
the choices are limited. Governments and donors must be guided by accurate
publications reflecting the latest scientific advances.
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